
 

 

COMMUNICATION during school closure 

Dear Parents, 

We are still not quite sure to what extent schools will be open next week, but it will only be to a few 

children and it is likely that the office won’t be manned.  We will have an on-call mobile number for 

any urgent queries during school opening hours (8.30-3.30pm) which is 07510 124571. 

Safeguarding: 

If you have any safeguarding queries that you need to discuss with us at any time, please phone the 

number above or email a member of the safeguarding team in school: 

Clare Searing – clare.searing@uptonmeadows.org 

Michelle Letts – michelle.letts@uptonmeadows.org 

Sue Johnson – sue.johnson@uptonmeadows.org 

The Northamptonshire County Council Safeguarding MASH phone number is 0300 126 1000 (Option 

1). 

These are the other ways that we will continue to communicate with you during our school closure 

and also the ways that you can communicate with us: 

Emails to Parents: 

Please continue to check your emails regularly as we will use SchoolComms to share updates on 

work/learning as well as any other important information that we may need to share with the school 

community. 

School Website: 

www.uptonmeadowsprimary.org.uk will be updated with key information and possibly links to further 

work and activities. 

Twitter: 

@UptonMeadows and @Searing_Upton will be tweeting with information on a regular basis.  It is also 

a good idea to follow both classes in your child’s year group as different teachers will be taking 

responsibility for different areas of learning. Mrs Rew and Miss Meyler will also continue to tweet 

useful links and videos from @uptonlibrary and @UptonPEandSport. 

Please also stay in touch with us via Twitter and let us know what you are up to aswell! 

Miss Bailey @uptonclassRLB Miss Cullingford @uptonclass3JC 

Mrs Kenyon-Bell @UptonclassRKB Mrs Palmer/Miss Whitlock @uptonclass4PW 

Mrs Beshiri @uptonclass1LB Miss Stockwin @uptonclass4CS 

Miss Ash @uptonclass1LA Mrs Austin/Mrs Skiplorne @uptonclass5AS 

Mrs Mellett @uptonclass2MM Mr Moylan @uptonclass5BM 

Mrs Barringham/Mrs Seymour @uptonclass2SB Mr Griffiths @uptonclass6TG 

Miss Hunt @uptonclass3GH Miss Petrie @uptonclass6GD 
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Staff email addresses: 

It is hoped that all school staff will be available during THEIR NORMAL WORKING school hours 

(including normal working days of the week where they are part-time) to respond to any queries and 

help with any learning-related problems.  If you don’t hear back from a member of staff, please contact 

the year group partner or Ms Searing, Mrs Palmer, Mrs York, Mrs Kenyon-Bell or Mr Griffiths. 

Clare Searing clare.searing@uptonmeadows.org 

Sherrie Kenyon-Bell sherrie.kenyon-bell@uptonmeadows.org 

Laura Bailey laura.bailey@uptonmeadows.org 

Lauren Ash lauren.ash@uptonmeadows.org 

Lois Beshiri lois.beshiri@uptonmeadows.org 

Sharon Sear sharon.sear@uptonmeadows.org 

Michelle Barringham michelle.barringham@uptonmeadows.org 

Siobhan Seymour siobhan.seymour@uptonmeadows.org 

Mary Mellett mary.mellett@uptonmeadows.org 

Jenny Cullingford jennifer.cullingford@uptonmeadows.org 

Georgia Hunt georgia.hunt@uptonmeadows.org 

Vicky Palmer victoria.palmer@uptonmeadows.org 

Sarah Whitlock sarah.whitlock@uptonmeadows.org 

Charlotte Stockwin charlotte.stockwin@uptonmeadows.org 

Katy Skiplorne (5BM to also contact) katy.skiplorne@uptonmeadows.org 

Ellie Austin (5BM to also contact) eleanor.austin@uptonmeadows.org 

Tom Griffiths tom.griffiths@uptonmeadows.org 

Sam York samantha.york@uptonmeaodws.org 

Carolann Petrie carolann.petrie@uptonmeadows.org 
 

 

 

 

 

 


